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By Callie Barkley

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Amy is excited to meet her new stepsister Chloe.but it turns out Chloe doesn t feel the same
way! Can Amy and Chloe get along? Amy s mom and dad have been divorced for as long as Amy
can remember, but nothing prepares Amy for the news she gets on a weekend visit to her dad s
house in Orange Blossom: Amy s dad is remarrying! In addition to getting a stepmother, Amy will
also be getting a stepsister her age named Chloe. As the girls spend more time together, Amy
realizes that Chloe isn t as nice as she appears to be in front of the grown-ups. Chloe plays pranks
on Amy and is just downright mean to her. Amy worries that she ll be stuck with this stinky stepsister
for life. Will she and Chloe ever be friends? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost
every page, The Critter Club chapter books are perfect for beginning readers.
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ReviewsReviews

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS

Just no phrases to describe. It typically does not price an excessive amount of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Felton Hessel-- Felton Hessel
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